
Wel le r  Mu l t i -D ig i ta l  Rework Sta t ion  WMD 3
(Wi th  In -Bu i l t  Pump)

Weller WMD 3 state-of-the-art technology
simultaneously provides multi-digital 
control of working temperatures when
reworking conventional ICs and SMDs.

A soldering iron, desoldering iron and hot
air pencil can all be operated simultaneously
because of the WMD 3’s in-built micro-

processor that infinitely controls each
tool’s set temperature and airflow.

The display visually monitors each chosen
working temperature and times preset hot
gas pencil operations.

WELLER WMD 3

TECHNICAL  DATA

DIMENSIONS: 240 x 270 x 105 mm (W x D x H)

LINE VOLTAGE: 230V, 50Hz

POWER INPUT: 310W

PROTECTION CLASS: 1 and 3

FUSE: T 1,5 A located at the power entry module 

CONTROLLING TOLERANCE: Soldering/Desoldering iron ± 2% of the final value 
Hot air pencil ± 30°C

TEMPERATURE CONTROL Soldering/Desoldering iron continuously 50°C - 450°C 
WITH ZERO VOLTAGE CROSS SWITCHING: (WSP 150 150°C - 550°C)

Hot air pencil continuously 50°C - 550°C

PUMP: Max. low pressure 0,7 bar; max. conveyance 20 l/min
Hot Air: max. 10 l/min

POTENTIAL BALANCE: Via 3,5 mm switch jack socket on the back of the unit

Lock-out key for set function 
parameters of each channel.

Channel selector 
for temperature and
air volume.

Timer/set back.

Vacuum connector
with filter cartridge.

Connector for 
hot air pencil with 
filter cartridge.

LED indicates
channel in 
display.

Pilot light showing
heating pulses.

Three connectors for variable
combinations of hot air pencil, des-
oldering iron, soldering iron or
other variable combinations.

Socket for potential
balance.

Multi-digital display shows the set
and read temperature of each tool
and air volume.

Microprocessor controlled channel.
Continuously adjustable for 
soldering iron, desoldering iron and hot
air pencil or other connectable tools.

Manometer for 
vacuum control.

Antistatic coating on
housing meets ESD  safe-
ty specifications.

Two connections for two
optional foot switches.

Mains switch.
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